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Abstract
This article presents the STROBE model: both an agent representation and an agent communication model based
on a social approach, that means interaction centred. This model represents how agents may realise the interactive,
dynamic generation of services on the Grid. Dynamically generated services embody a new concept of service
implying a collaborative creation of knowledge i.e. learning; services are constructed interactively between agents
depending on a conversation. The approach consists of integrating selected features from Multi-Agent Systems and
agent communication, language interpretation in applicative/functional programming and e-learning/human-learning
into a unique, original and simple view that privileges interactions, yet including control. The main characteristic
of STROBE agents is that they develop a language (environment + interpreter) for each of their interlocutors. The
model is inscribed within a global approach, defending a shift from the classical algorithmic (control based) view to
problem solving in computing to an interaction-based view of Social Informatics, where artificial as well as human
agents operate by communicating as well as by computing. The paper shows how the model may not only account
for the classical communicating agent approaches, but also represent a fundamental advance in modelling societies of
agents in particular in Dynamic Service Generation scenarios such as those necessary today on the Web and proposed
tomorrow for the Grid. Preliminary concrete experimentations illustrate the potential of the model; they are significant
examples for a very wide class of computational and learning situations.

Keywords: Interaction, Multi-Agent Systems, Agent Communication, Agent Representation, Learning, Services,
Dynamic Service Generation, Grid, Functional/Applicative Programming, Social Informatics
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Introduction

1.1

Interaction, Agents and Multi-Agent Systems

Social intelligence is a phenomenon that can not be explained by a ”linear” model: the whole is not the sum of the
parts. The emergence of social intelligence in human societies may well be accepted as a fact. However the same is not
straightforward in societies of artificial artefacts (i.e. machines). It is therefore useful to reflect about a fundamental
question: What makes that the whole is greater than the sum of the parts?
A common answer is interaction. Interactions in computer science is for the moment rather poor, compared to
calculus. In fact, humans do not really interact with their computers and these computers do not really interact together,
humans simply ask them to answer some precise questions, to compute some algorithms! However, as Turing himself
said, Turing Machines could not provide in principle a complete model for all forms of computation i.e. computers
can not be reduced to Turing Machines [GW04]. That is why interaction needs to become more and more important in
computing aiming to overpass calculus. For example, Wegner and others try to find out the way to shift from classical
Turing Machines to Interaction Machines [WG03, Weg97].
In order to progress in this direction, it is not enough to propose the correct priority: to develop communication
models of interacting societies of humans and machines (i.e. the WHAT to do) and motivate it theoretically or
∗ This
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practically (i.e. WHY it should be done) but one should also indicate ways to advance concretely within the current
available models using technologies taking into account constraints or opportunities (i.e. the HOW to do it). In order
to develop communicative models of interacting entities, the first obvious step is to adopt a unified view of these
entities i.e. humans and machines. Actually, this is currently done within the agent research community. The most
advanced experiences on interactive, adaptive and evolutionary software entities come from the Distributed Artificial
Intelligence (DAI) community where these entities are called agents. The Agent concept is for the moment (or tries
to be) the best operational metaphor of human in computer science. This paper deals with agents. In the rest of the
paper, for the sake of simplicity, we consider two types of agents: Human Agents (HA) and Artificial Agents (AA).
Nowadays agents are the most promising way of implementing distributed systems. Current advances in agents are
reported in the MAS (Multi-Agent System) literature, for example [Fer99, Woo02]. However, most of this literature,
is concerned mainly with MAS consisting of AA. Our ambition goes beyond, includes HA within what we may call
MAHAS (Multi Artificial and Human Agents System). A MAHAS is a system where AA and HA could interact
and exchange information and knowledge easily, with no constraining limitation related to the nature of an agent.
It is a team where computers could propose some ideas to humans and humans to computers. A group with a non
limited collaboration and cooperation, where an agent could ask another one to do a task or help it. An autopoietic
system which could evolve dynamically in time and with a nondeterministic behaviour. A society where questions
(i.e. problems to solve) and their solutions may emerge through interactions.

1.2

Agents generating services one another

Some should consider Internet as the first rudimentary, yet quite impressive, MAHAS in history. This is, only partially true due to the product delivery aspect of the Internet. Actually, the notion of service is now at the centre of
development of distributed systems; it plays a key role in their implementations and spreading. But, HA and AA on
the Internet deliver each other ”ready made informational products”, more than real ”on the fly generated knowledge
services”. Basically, the Internet allows for the moment to store and retrieve ”products” (e.g. pages, software, images,
function application results etc.) but not yet to participate to an agent interactive society. In fact, surfing on the Web
is equivalent to ask another computer (on the network) to execute a calculus specified by an algorithm, or to give an
answer to a well specified question. The classical and most widespread Web architecture, the Client/Server one, represents this view. We think that in order to become a real MAHAS, the Web, and tomorrow the Grid, should provide
services instead of products, according to recent research in that domain (cf. Section 4.1). To go in this sense the
paper introduces the concept of Dynamic Service Generation (DSG) as the next generation of services, i.e. services
constructed on the fly by the provider according to the conversation it has with the user. DSG is in opposition with the
classical Product Delivery (PD) approach. For going toward DSG, the notion of service on the Web (Web services,
Grid services) has to surpass HTTP protocols, XML standards and the object oriented paradigm to be enriched by DAI
research and especially by agent communication improvements simply because the agent paradigm differs from the
object one for three important ambitions: autonomy, intelligence and interactive behaviour. Agents on the Web/Grid
have not simply to provide classical Web services; they must allow Dynamic Service Generation. As Section
2.1 explains, the main difference between DSG and PD is the emerging conversational process managed by agents in
the first one: future DSG systems need open and dynamic communication models allowing agents to manage these
conversational processes which may occur between agents: AA-AA, AA-HA, and also HA-HA, as services may be
asked/produced by any kind of agents.
Thus, to go toward MAHAS and DSG we should propose an agent representation model putting interactions between agents at their centre. This paper presents the STROBE model, for STReam – OBject – Environment,
as an agent representation and communication model based on a ”social approach”, that is to say interaction
centred1 . The aim of the model is to put at the centre of the agent architecture the communication contexts in which
it interprets messages from its interlocutors. The main idea is to develop a communication language for each agent’s
acquaintance. We assume that a language is basically a pair consisting of: i) a language expression evaluation mechanism and ii) a memory to store these mechanisms and abstractions constructed with the language. They are called
interpreter and environment2 respectively (as in the classic tradition of programming languages). In the STROBE
model, agents are able to interpret messages in a given environment, with a given interpreter both dedicated to the
1 Interaction

centred models need to uniform representation and communication as they intrinsically depend one another.
term environment is here used with its programming language meaning, that is to say, a structure that binds variables and values. It does
not means the world surrounding an agent as in MAS community. This meaning is used by default in the rest of the paper.
2 The
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sender of these messages. Communication between agents enables to dynamically change values in an environment,
and particularly enable these interpreters to change their way of interpreting messages. We will explain how STROBE
is thought and constructed as a toolkit for DSG, that is to say a set of abstract components (i.e. tools) which correspond
to DSG characteristics. We will also explain how the concept of DSG fits e-learning scenarios, i.e. how dynamically
generated services imply learning.

1.3

Organisation of the paper

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 is dedicated to the concept of Dynamic Service Generation
(opposed to the concept of Product Delivery), and proposes a set of characteristics. The main part of the paper is Section 3 which formalises the STROBE model. The section starts by presenting the fundamental concepts of the model
(concerning learning, agent communication, features from functional/applicative programming) before presenting the
model itself: Cognitive Environments, Cognitive Interpreter, communication language etc. The end of the section
presents some significant experimentations, which aim to illustrate the concrete potential of such a model. Section 4
details the Grid concept as an agent based and service oriented distributed system for learning scenarios. A conclusion,
in Section 5, rounds off the paper.

2

Dynamic Service Generation

This section presents the concept of DSG as a new way of thinking the concept of service between entities. It begins
by presenting the idea and exposing a set of fundamental differences between the Dynamic Service Generation and
Product Delivery approaches. A little overview of the notion of service on today’s Web (i.e. Web services) is done.
Afterwards, it proposes to define DSG by a set of non-exhaustive characteristics.

2.1

What is Dynamic Service Generation?

In a future world, one may dream that intelligent computers, will operate as doctors, lawyers, teachers, architects,
bankers etc. In the same dream, we will be able to acknowledge that the dynamic generation of services in computer
science is accomplished. Indeed, we can say that since millennia, human beings generate ”dynamically” one another
many ”services”. But what is so difficult in the computerization of the concept of service?
The basic definition of service i.e. use that one can make of something, someone, has much influenced the concept
of today’s services. However, another definition is more relevant: what one makes for someone or the contribution of
an answer to the problem of another. It defines neither a server nor an user but the two entities accomplishing some
task one another. In this second definition, the service is seen like a kind of cooperation. Therefore a service does not
exist alone, it is inevitably associated to a process achieving an action, a functionality. The user of the service should
be able to specify this action which must be created and adapted to his needs. To sum up, the notion of service should
be seen like a relationship between two (or several) entities whose goal is to solve the problem of one among
them. The key element of the service notion is not therefore the gotten product but the relationship created. DSG tries
to realise this kind of service.
DSG does not assume the user knows exactly what the service provider can offer him. He3 finds out and constructs
step by step what he wants as the result of the service provider’s reactions. In fact, DSG is a nondeterministic process
depending on the conversation between two agents. In computer science, one of the fundamental differences between
a product and a service is that when a user asks for a product, he exactly knows what he wants and a typical procedure
call (with the correct parameters) is then activated. In other words, the user asks a fixed algorithm (procedure) to be
executed. At the opposite, when a user requires a service4 , he does not exactly know what he wants and his needs and
solutions appear progressively with the dialogue with the service provider until he obtains satisfaction. Actually, PD
can be considered as the result of a one-shot interaction process between a pair [user, service provider] while DSG
might be viewed as the result of the activation and management of a process defined by the triplet: [user, service
provider, conversational process] as shown in Figure 1.
3 DSG

user are agents, AA or HA, the terms he/him will be used hereafter generically for she/her and it/its.
is a language abuse because we can not say that ”a user require a service”. The service is characterised by a service generation process.
We would have say ”when an user ask a service to be generated” or ”when a service is generated for a user”.
4 This
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Figure 1: Difference between PD and DSG
In PD approach, the process is in principle deterministic, in the latter it is not: conversations are not a priori
determined. The conversational process is unique, and represents the dynamic evolution of a conversation. The end
of the conversational process implies the end of the DSG which is characterized by a final result (as the sum of all the
changes implied by interactions). This final result could include a product, of course, but also knowledge, information,
emotion, etc. Note that user and/or service provider can be any kind of agents (HA or AA)5 .

2.2

Dynamic Service Generation vs. Product Delivery

The classical definition of PD is: what is gotten by an activity. The notion of product puts forward the idea of obtaining
the delivery of something already existing, or already designed, whereas the notion of service puts forward an idea of
action or creation of something new. As an example in current life, when somebody looks for clothes, buying readyto-wear clothes is analogue to asking for a product, whereas having clothes made by a tailor is analogue to requiring
a service to be generated. This section defines dialectically the concept of DSG:
• In PD the user exactly knows what he wants. He knows which provider can help him to resolve a clearly defined
problem. In DSG, the user does not know exactly what he wants, he can even be unaware of the fact that he
needs a service to be generated.
• In PD, the user knows what the system can offer him. In DSG the user elicits and understands what the service
provider can offer him by interacting with him. On the other side, the service provider constructs something to
offer to the user in the same time.
• In PD, the user knows how to express his request. He should adapt the provider’s language. This is not the case
in DSG. The service provider should help the user to express his request and try to understand his language.
• Product deliveries are identical one another, for any user. Generated services can never be the same as they
depend on a conversational process and a conversation is unique.
• A product is developed by the provider (and is supposed to correspond with a well established and clearly
identified need) with a clearly predefined goal for the potential user. At the contrary a service is offered within
a service domain, so the user specific objectives have to be defined during the DSG.
• The value added by PD increases with the number of copies distributed. On the contrary, the value added by
DSG increases proportionally with the user’s satisfaction that entails an indirect publicity for the service provider
and generates new users ready to invest more resources in order to have similar services (trust and reputation).
• PD is easily valuable an billable but the same is not so simple for a DSG.
• PD systems are able to announce the result of their use. They can ”show” future results. DSG system should
gain the trust of the users and they can not announce or guarantee a final result.
• PD systems are inactive when not engaged in a delivery phase. DSG systems are perpetually evolving, learning
on their previous generation to improve the next ones. Moreover, product’s evolution is slow, as it requires
modifications in the conception, design and development (a revision of the whole life cycle). A service evolves
5 Depending on the situation the service provider could be called server or service producer, and the term user could be replaced by client,
consumer, customer, recipient, requestor etc.
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naturally as it is a combination of basic services and products on the fly as a consequence of the conversation
with a user.
• PD system are passive, they need to be solicited, whereas DSG system should be proactive, they can take the
initiative even if the potential user does not ask for (or is aware he needs) the service.
The DSG approach does not aim to replace PD but rather to improve and enhance it. Generating a service means
understand and construct, by interactions, what a user (an agent) needs. If a user has precise needs or precise ideas
of what he wants the system to give him, then interactions are simple ones and a ”product” may be rapidly delivered.
Actually, a system which can generate services, can easily deliver products. However, many scenarios such as, for
example, planning a travel, looking for a job, learning a skill, collaborative work etc. can not be modelled within this
approach. DSG is needed.

2.3

The concept of service on the Web

The emergence of Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) and Service Oriented Computing (SOC) show the importance
of the concept of service in the development of distributed systems. This is historically due to the work of the Open
Group with DCE and the OMG with CORBA. Nowadays, the main way of implementing SOA (framework) is Web
services6 .
As the W3C defines it, a Web service is: a software system identified by a URI (Uniform Resource Identifier),
whose public interfaces and bindings are defined and described using XML. Its definition can be discovered by other
software systems. These systems may then interact with the Web service in a manner prescribed by its definition, using
XML based messages conveyed by Internet protocols. Web services are based on the three XML-like standard languages7 : i) WSDL (Web Services Description Language) to describe software components, ii) SOAP (Simple Object
Access Protocol) to describe methods for accessing these components, iii) UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery
and Integration) to publish a service and to identify a service provider in a service registry. Due to recent work of
consortia and companies on Web services composition, another set of languages has to be added to describe Web
services business processes8 . More recently, due to the emergence of Grid architectures, an evolution of Web services
to Grid has been proposed with OGSA (Open Grid Services Architecture) [FKNT02] and more recently WSRF (Web
Services-Resource Framework) [FFG+ 04]. We should also mention the recent research interest in Semantic Web
Services which is the source of two main ontologies which are Ontology Web Language (OWL-S) and Web Service
Modeling Ontology (WSMO)9 .
Web services denote both an already used and a promising approach under one simple important viewpoint: it
has facilitated the integration of various heterogeneous components. However, the concept of DSG as outlined above
is hardly to be recognised. The practice of current Web services is still currently influenced by RPC-like (Remote
Procedure Call) and CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture) approaches. Therefore, it has some well
recognised weaknesses, as dynamic interoperability, composition, user adaptation, memory. For example, it does not
take into account the autonomy of components, or it does not use a high level, history aware, communication language.
Web services do not care about persistency of the service, for instance, when a DSG begins with an agent and finishes
with another one. The notion of conversation (and its history) is absent in Web services. For all these reasons, we think
that Web services are concrete and quickly evolving PD systems, and are the first step of a service based network, but
do not represent a solution for DSG requirements as outlined below.

2.4

A set of characteristics of DSG

This section does not propose to formalize DSG systems but rather briefly present a set of non-exhaustive characteristics (or requirements) of DSG which aim to show that DSG is at the crossing of important developments in computer
science research:
6 See

www.opengroup.org/dce for DCE, see www.corba.org for CORBA, and www.w3.org/2002/ws for Web services.
to real specifications, only WSDL is really needed to describe a Web service, SOAP and UDDI are de-facto standards.
8 BPEL4WS (Business Process Execution Language for Web Services ) or WSFL (Web Services Flow Language) or WSCL (Web Services
Conversation Language) or XLang etc.
9 See http://www.daml.org/services/owl-s/ and http://www.wsmo.org/
7 According
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Interaction. DSG systems should be highly interactive as the main difference between PD and DSG is the conversational process.
Non-determinism. DSG systems should have a non-deterministic10 behaviour. The behaviour of the system could
not be predicted (thus expressed by a procedure) as it will depend on the conversation which is itself nondeterministic.
Agents. Autonomy, interactivity and intelligence of agents is needed for DSG. Agents are the current best computing
metaphor for humans, and DSG system should integrate humans in the loop.
Learning. From machine-learning to human e-learning: it is a fundamental pre-requisite for evolving systems. DSG
systems should evolve thanks to learning of both AA and HA composing the system.
Distributed system (MAS and Grid). As the entire knowledge of the system can not be handled by one agent, DSG
systems should be part of a distributed system (MAS) sharing all kind of resources (Grid).
Semantic and Pragmatic. In addition to syntax, DSG systems should handle semantics and pragmatics of data, information and knowledge (as the explicit purpose of Semantic Web [BLHL01] and Semantic Grid [RJS05]
communities).
HCI and NLP. The integration of humans in the loop strongly depends on these two domains (i.e. Human Computer
Interaction and Natural Language Processing).
Emotions. DSG systems should deal with emotions. That means cause, generate, provoke and recognize emotions at
least for HA.
Dynamic concept of programming. DSG systems should be highly dynamic systems. Features as: interpreted languages, dynamic typing, lazy-evaluation, stream processing, continuation passing style, constraint style programming etc. seem to be good concrete tools to implement these systems, assuming they are better integrated
in higher level design and implementation methodologies.
Agent communication model. As conversational processes make the main difference between PD and DSG, these
systems need strong, open and dynamic communication models to manage these processes.
Language enrichment. DSG systems should provide enrichment of languages they use in order to allow user adaption and user oriented behaviour.
Dynamic specification of program. Conversations should change ”pre-defined” functionalities (if they exist) of a
DSG system. Actually, programs should be dynamically specified.
State modelling. Interaction is based on changes of state. Then DSG systems should handle stateful, history aware,
resources.
The STROBE model presented hereafter is highly influenced by some of these characteristics, Section 3.7 explains
how it is thought and developed as a toolkit for DSG making available some of these required characteristics as
STROBE agents properties.

3

The STROBE model

This section constitutes the main contribution of the paper. It presents the ”current state” of the STROBE model11 ,
an agent representation and communication model which aims to play the role of toolkit for DSG presented above.
The section starts by presenting the background information and the fundamental concepts of the model, then we
formalise the agent architecture and the different internal modules. Afterwards, we illustrate the potential of the model
by experimentations. Then we explain how to see the STROBE model as a toolkit for DSG.
10 Nondeterministic programs execution and termination is not new in computer science since it has been introduced by Dijkstra in 1975 [Dij75].
Non determinism is encouraged in languages such as ADA or other Constraint Style Programming (CSP) languages. The main interest of non
deterministic processes is that they allow to model system-user interactions with non-directed (non-controllable) environments when programs are
written.
11 A model can not be static. As the reader will see, the STROBE model is the result of our ideas for years and is permanently evolving, to fit
with new situations emerging in a research perspective.
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3.1

Research context and fundamental concepts of the STROBE model

The proposed model is the result of research in three domains: i) the Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) or Artificial
Intelligence and Education (AIED), with its historical weight as a major source of inspirations for advances in computing and human learning, ii) DAI and MAS particularly concerned with agent communication, from ACLs (Agent
Communication Languages) and their semantics, to conversation modelling, iii) applicative/functional programming
as a source of powerful and simple features used for a long time in AI, especially by means of language interpretation,
reflection and meta-evaluation. The goal of communication is certainly to change the interlocutor’s state. This change
is done after evaluating (3rd domain) new elements brought by the communication (2nd domain) in order for agents
to learn (1st domain).
3.1.1

Learning

Assuming that the purpose of e-learning is to create the conditions enabling and facilitating to improve human knowledge, the STROBE model is not a model of an ITS able to directly do this job. Rather, our proposition is to reflect
on interactions between agents, considering interactions as the ”key of the arch” of the knowledge construction occurring in e-learning scenarios. When humans use a computer they interact with a system. But could we
really speak of ”interaction”? An interaction between two entities is a process that implies an action to occur on the
interacting entities. That means that interactions have some consequence on these entities, i.e. changes of state. However, each entity may only change state if the change is performed by the entity itself. For HA, these changes can be
”learning”, the definite purpose of ITS. In e-learning scenarios, it is quite unlikely that human learning occurs on the
simple basis of interacting with a static system. Real interactions modify both entities, including the artificial one.
The learning process should be seen as a co-construction of knowledge (social constructivism). For this process to be
cumulative (i.e. unlimited) in knowledge production, the two entities have to learn from each other during this process
and re-inject what they learn into the loop. Consider, for example, an interactive CD-Rom on a specific domain. The
knowledge that the user of the CD-Rom would get is inevitably finite and limited due to the fact that the CD-Rom
is a fixed support unable to change and to evolve to acquire new knowledge tailored to the user. Today this support
is more or less obsolete in ITS. However its principles are still quite diffused, and e-learning supports are most often
content centred: little effort is reserved in e-learning to the evolution of knowledge, in the system, as a consequence of
interactions with the users. Efforts in user modelling and user adapted interaction are remarkable but to often ad hoc,
as it is the case for ad hoc constructed persistent transactional systems on the Web. Dynamic, evolving systems apt
to improve their capacity to stimulate human learning, should be modelled accordingly. Interactions of these systems
with humans – as well as with other systems in the network – should produce improvements of their ability to serve
humans to learn.
In a distributed system such as the Web and the Grid, three types of interaction between entities exist, and all of
them may imply learning: i) HA-HA, via special devices such as for example enhanced presence tools as presented
in [EKD03]. ii) HA-AA – the classical human-machine interfaces – when a human user requests a system to do
something (perform a task, answer a question, solve a problem). iii) AA-AA, when autonomous and intelligent AA
collaborate with each others (e.g. by delegating a sub-task to another). In this paper our focus is on AA-AA as well as
HA-AA interactions but the model is ”generic” with respect to any agent to agent interaction. Indeed, if we consider
than the model is adapted for modelling AA but also ”a part” of HA (cf. Section 3.3.1) then STROBE communications
represent interactions of any type.
Therefore, the interaction centred aspect of the STROBE model is inspired by the e-learning/ITS community
assuming that modelling and making possible better interactions between agents implies AA-learning which helps to
improve HA-learning (e-learning) and vice versa. Learning, for any kind of agents, depends on interactions.
3.1.2

Agent communication

Communication in MAS. Simply grouping together several agents is not enough to form a MAS. It is communication12 between these agents that makes it. Communication allows cooperation and coordination between agents
[Fer99, Woo02]. Communication in MAS is classified in two modes, direct and indirect:
12 The ”official” difference between communication and interaction is the fact that interaction should have an effect on the interlocutors, while
a communication is simply a transmission without effect. But in the MAS community, even a communication is supposed to have an effect on its
interlocutors. We totally adhere to this idea considering that communication could not be reduced as a simple transmission in the agent paradigm.
Object communication could be considered as transmission, since an object answers to a message by applying a method, without changing is own
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• In the indirect mode, agents communicate via the environment (the world where they live and evolve). The
indirect mode of communication is widely used in agent simulations. This kind of communication is adopted
by reactive agents and limit the potential of both coordination and cooperation.
• In the direct mode, communication is achieved via direct message passing between agents, historically introduced by Hewitt [Hew77]. Communication in direct mode can be synchronous, that means that a rendezvous
between communicative agents is needed, or asynchronous, that means that a message can be buffered and that
an agent can send a message to another one even if the second does not want to receive it or know about it. Even
in synchronous mode, agents are never blocked waiting for messages.
The STROBE model deals with asynchronous direct mode communication. That means, a communication throws
directly messages (that can be buffered) between agents. The STROBE communication language is presented in
Section 3.3.5.
Modelling communication has always been a problem. The traditional communication model is the Shannon statistical communication theory considering four entities: a sender sends a message on a communication channel to a
receiver. This message is written in a communication language. This simple model is the foundation of all the communication formalisms. However, it is limited because it is basically a statistical model of information transmission.
In real communicative situations it is impossible to consider communication as simple information transmission, all
the dialogue should be taken into account.
To model dialogues, (i.e. collaboration among human and artificial agents to solve collaboratively real world problems) we have to consider important semantic and pragmatic aspects as the communication effects on the interlocutors,
as well as the history of the dialogue. In fact, let us assume that the first step in modelling dialogues is to define and
use agent communication languages, while the second step is to model sets of communications, what is usually called
conversation13 .
Agent Communication Languages. In dialoguing, some questions about the meaning of things have to be taken
into consideration: how the sender wants to mean something? How receivers understand the meaning of the message?
These questions were firstly studied in language philosophy by Searle [Sea69] and Austin [Aus62] who explained that
communication was realised by speech acts expressing an illocutionary force. Speech act theory was reused many
times in agent communication. Speech acts, that can be viewed as the linguistic unit of communication, were firstly
classed by performatives by Searle and Vanderveken. Then, the work of Cohen and Perrault [CP79] on planning with
speech acts, Allen and Perrault [AP80] and Cohen and Levesque [CL90] on mental states and intention, prefigured
the need of architectures14 based on mental states representation, such as BDI (Believe Desire Intention) [RG91] as
well as of communication languages such as KQML (Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language) [LF97] and
FIPA-ACL (Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents - Agent Communication Language)15 [Fip02]. The former
language was often criticised about the semantics of the messages [EBHM00]. The latter, its descendant, proposes
therefore a strong semantics with pre and post conditions defined as agent mental states. These ACLs are interesting
because they replace ad-hoc communication languages that previously were used in MAS. Using a strong ACL with
a consistent semantics [Gue02] precisely known in advance, is a great advantage when creating heterogeneous agent
systems that are designed to be easily extensible and broadly used. One important point is to distinguish in ACLs the
message content and its pragmatics (i.e. metadata on the message content). Actually, the ACL message structure is
composed of three levels: i) content level which is often describe with a content language (i.e. KIF, PROLOG, Scheme,
FIPA-SL), ii) message level which is defined by the performative, the ontology, the protocol, etc. used in the message,
iii) communication level which allows to identify the metadata on the transmission of the message itself: the sender,
the receiver, and the conversation. ACLs are interesting and make consensus in the agent communication community,
but they have also weaknesses. For example, approaches based on mental states modelling presuppose the notion of
sincerity and that an agent can know what another one thinks. This is a big limit to one of the primitive characteristic of
agents that is autonomy. Singh [Sin98] demonstrates the insufficiency of classic approaches centred on a mental state
architecture rather than on a social architecture. He proposes a social architecture lying on an organisation founded on
group, role and commitment for each agent playing a role.
internal structure (e.g. changing the way of answering messages). But agent communication could not be reduced to transmissions since the effect
on the interlocutor is intrinsic to the agents. So we will now use communication and interaction with the same meaning.
13 A conversation is seen as a set of communications, each consisting of at least two messages exchanged.
14 We can also use the term of policy or theory of agency.
15 This standard is heavily influenced by Arcol developed by France Télécom in the early 90s.
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About conversation modelling. Conversation models can be classified according to two approaches. The first
approach is the most specified and widespread. It comes from distributed systems and it is based on interaction
protocols [DG00, Hug03]. These protocols represent the interaction structure and specify interactions that should be
respected during conversations. They elicit message exchanges between agents but also define the internal states agents
should follow. An interaction protocol has four properties [Fer99]: i) a conversation begins with a strong performative
that expresses an agent intention, ii) for each step of the conversation there is a finite set of possible actions to perform,
iii) there are some final states which finish the conversation, iv) when a speech act is performed, the conversation
state is changed as well as the mental states of conversational agents: interaction protocols consist of transitions
between states. The notion of interaction protocol is greatly bound to an architecture based on mental states, such as
envisioned in KQML and FIPA-ACL. A famous example of interaction protocol is the Contract Net protocol proposed
by Smith [DS83] but also Berthet’s Introduction protocol [BDB92] and Sian’s Cooperative Learning protocol [Sia91].
Among the first languages using interaction protocols we notice COOL [BF95] and IL [Dem95]. Interaction protocols
are either described by the language itself, such as in COOL, or are often represented with Finite State Machine
or with Petri Nets or Coloured Petri Nets (CPN)16 [CCF+ 00]. Interaction protocols were more recently described
with techniques coming from the modelling community and its adaptation to agents (e.g. Agent Unified Modelling
Language (AUML) [OPB00]). Nowadays, new approaches inspired by interaction protocols appear. For instance,
conversation policies [GHB00] decrease the ambiguity between possible actions (and answers) in a conversation in
order to facilitate the inference process about the mental states of the interlocutor. It adds constraints on the set
of states and messages (syntactic constraints) rather on the set of actions and answers (semantic constraints) that
an agent can perform. Conversation policies have the advantage of abstracting from the language or representation
model (e.g. CPN, AUML). They are public and shared, increasing modularity and usefulness for heterogeneous
agents. Besides, some researchers still improve these models. For example [ESH00] proposes the concept of task
model which takes account of the global coherence in conversation. Huget [HK03] proposes an interaction protocol
engineering: the generation of protocols after the interactions analysis. The interaction protocol approach seems to
be the main one in the MAS community, such that agents have to be acquainted with if they want to be the mostly
autonomous and capable to interact with any other agent. However this approach has some weaknesses, especially
interoperability, composition and verification of protocols which depend on a common semantics. KQML and FIPAACL lie on speech act theory and suppose that the meaning of a message is predetermined. Moreover, they are
intimately bound to interaction protocols which control the exchange structures. Therefore, there is no dynamic
interpretation of messages, everything is specified in order to have only one way to interpret them. We further
think that heterogeneous agents easily communicate not by addition of constraints on conversations but rather with
an open and dynamic communication model which can fit all forms of agents and interactions. The second approach,
reviewed hereafter, seems to go toward that.
The second conversation modelling approach is linked to human communication where interactions are built progressively and dynamically along the conversation. Instead of modelling mental states and their dynamics in conversation, this approach deals directly with speech acts rather than on hidden intentions. Some researchers call it
dialogism17 . Dialogism is widely inspired by language philosophy, cognitive science and social psychology research
[MDCd99]. In dialogism the intention of a message is not predetermined but co-constructed along the conversation.
A message has a ”potential of meaning”. It is the interlocutionary logic (instead of illocutionary logic in classical
speech act representations) introduced by Brassac and Trognon and reported in [BP99] or [RPD99]. Dialogism is
strongly bound to a social architecture such as the one proposed in [Sin98] and consequently to utterances [GGT94]
and representation of the other (or partner model). Searle talks about background to consider social rules and implicit
knowledge intervening in communication. Other researchers propose to use dialogue games, inspired by interaction
protocol, as a dialogue structure. For example, [Mau02] raises the question: are mental states sufficient in order to
model the conversational behaviour of a system? Dialogism gives some solutions to conversation modelling, for example, the sincerity prerequisite is no longer needed with this approach since agents develop a strong partner model.
But the main weakness of this approach is that there is no concrete way to realise it.
The STROBE model is highly inspired from both these two approaches, Section 3.4 explains how the model fits
with the emerging standards in MAS community i.e. FIPA-ACL and protocols. However, one important aim of the
STROBE model is to enable to conceive and implement dialogism.
16 CPN
17 Or

are very interesting to model multiple parallel conversations.
dialogic approach, or simply dialogue but it is more ambiguous.
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Agent communication requirements. From the agent communication literature we extracted two requirements that
an agent communication model should provide, with respect to which the STROBE model is compliant:
• To consider the communication effects on interlocutors we must consider that agents can change their goal or
beliefs while communicating. Thus, they must be autonomous and should adapt during communication. This
adaptation is made through language learning. Indeed, agents need a language to communicate. Thus, assuming
as we do, that agents share a minimal common language, what is important is to allow language enrichment.
• Agents should interact with other agents (AA or HA) following the same principles, the agent communication
model should be generic with respect to the type of the communicating agents. What is important is the agent
representation of each of its interlocutors i.e. the partner model.
3.1.3

Learning in MAS and levels of learning

Learning-by-being-told paradigm. Learning and knowledge communication are very important in MAS, they provide evolution and adaptation of these agent societies through time by automatically inferring knowledge from previous knowledge and/or from communication. Learning was firstly limited to AI, but is nowadays extended to DAI
and MAS [BGS+ 91]. This paragraph details a simple overview of learning as it could be seen in the STROBE model.
Considering agent learning, i.e. reflecting about what an agent learns by itself and by/about its interlocutors, three
types of learning are distinguishable:
• The first one could be called machine learning. It is the classical approach as old as AI itself. Agents learn from
a KB abstracting and generalizing, applying some abduction, deduction, induction/inference, rules on the KB.
The most widespread approach in machine learning is reinforcement learning reported in [KLM96].
• The second one could be called learning-by-being-told. It comes from DAI and is issued from the instructional
effect where an agent changes or creates representations according to received messages.
• The third one could be called learning as a side effect of communication. It is quite ”serendipitous”18 as it occurs
when an agent learns without being aware of it, when it learns because of a beneficed communication context
such as enhanced presence (of other AA or HA) or any kind of a posteriori useful interaction with any agent not
specifically called a priori for the purpose of mutual teaching or learning.
The model describes extensively just an instance of the second type of learning, but it fits the all three types (cf.
Section 3.3.4). STROBE agents learn-by-being-told by other agents, and change their representations according to
their interlocutors’ information given by messages.
Data, Control and Interpreter levels of abstraction. As already told, the bi-directional interactions we are interested in are direct messages sent from an agent to another one, and these interactions are called communications. In
order to communicate, agents need a communication language understood by all the interlocutors. Therefore the problem of the common i.e. shared, language appears. We rather weaken this constraint, assuming just a kernel common
communication language to be adopted and propose to enrich the communication language at run time (dynamically).
The STROBE model helps agents to build their own languages while communicating.
Humans learn facts, rules (or procedures or skills), and languages necessary to understand messages stating
facts or rules, as well as necessary for generating behaviour when applying a particular rule. In the same way,
facts, rules and languages are such as Data, Control and Interpreter levels in computing. These three abstraction
levels (or learning levels) may be found in all programming languages19 . Every language provides an abstraction
tool20 which allows to enrich the language. For example, abstraction at the Data level consists in assigning values to already existing variables, or defining new data from already existing data (e.g. in Scheme it is done with
expressions such as (define weekend 3) or (set! weekend ’(friday saturday sunday)) or
(define (make-point x y) (cons x y))). Abstraction at the Control level consists in defining new functions/procedures abstracting on the existing ones (e.g. in Scheme it is done with expressions such as (define foo
18 From

serendipity: the faculty of making fortunate discoveries by accident.
three levels are clearly explained in Abelson & Sussman’s famous book Structure and Interpretation of Computer Programs [ASS96]
Building Abstractions with Procedures (chapter 1), Building Abstractions with Data (chapter 2), Metalinguistic Abstraction (chapter 4).
20 For example, the define special form in Scheme.
19 These
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(lambda ...)) using the lambda special form). However, the abstraction tool can usually reach only the first
two levels. In order to abstract at the Interpreter level, what we call meta-level abstraction or meta-level learning, the
interpreter level itself has to be modified. This feature is necessary in order, for instance, to add some special forms
to the language (e.g. in Scheme, an applicative language the special form if must be implemented in the interpreter
itself, it can not be defined at the Control level). Changing the Interpreter level must be done as well, in order to
change the way of interpreting expressions, for example, in order to shift from an applicative order evaluation to a
normal order evaluation, or to a lazy-evaluation.
The two first levels can easily be reached dynamically during execution: new data and procedures are added to the
language each time an abstraction is interpreted. The challenge is to allow Interpreter level modifications at run time,
in order to generate dynamic processes. The STROBE model maps these three levels schema into agents, considering
them as a set of pairs: environment + interpreter. Data and Control levels learning are made by changing the environment and meta-level learning by changing the interpreter. While enabling its interpreter(s) to evolve, an agent learns
more than simple information, it completely changes its way of perceiving and processing this information. This is
the difference between learning a datum and learning how to process a class of data.
3.1.4

The influence of applicative/functional programming

The art of programming consists in writing programs whose goal is to solve problems. To solve problems, we need
tools that are not more complicated to use than the problem is to solve. The Scheme language is one of these tools
which explains why it is used in AI for a long time. Scheme is a LISP like language based on lambda calculus, hence
it offers a clear semantics. Further, it is easy to learn and use [ASS96]. Scheme provides especially a powerful and
simple memory model via first class environments as well as a very flexible and dynamic control model via first class
procedures and first class continuations. The notion of first class procedure is very important because it allows program
(i.e. complex procedures) to dynamically generate other programs21 . For example:
(define multiply-by-n (lambda (n) (lambda (x) (* n x))))
(define multiply-by-5 (multiply-by-n 5))
(multiply-by-5 3) ⇒ 15
Here, the multiply-by-5 function is dynamically constructed by calling multiply-by-n. This mechanism
can be realised with other languages such as Java but it is very heavy due to the fact that it is not intrinsic to the
language22 .
Scheme allows representing procedures as data (s-expression) and vice versa, easily enabling to write programs
which manipulate other programs (i.e. interpreters or compilers). Streams, objects and environments are three Scheme
first class primitives. Actually, Scheme is used in STROBE as specification language (such as lambda calculus or denotational semantics) as well as an implementation language (cf. Appendix A). However, the model is implementation
independent.
Let us remind the reader that Scheme is an interpreted language which means that the execution machine is only
composed by an interpreter (or evaluator), instead of a compiler and (virtual) machine as in languages such as Java or
C++. An interpreter is an evaluation procedure which could be [ASS96, Que96]:
(eval e)
(eval e r)
(eval e r k)
(eval e r ks kf)

Evaluation of an expression (e) with the substitution model (without
assignment)
Evaluation of an expression (e) in a specific environment (r)
Evaluation of an expression (e) in a specific environment (r) with
continuation (k)
Evaluation of an expression (e) in a specific environment (r) with
succeed (ks) and failure (kf) continuations (nondeterministic evaluation)

As in all computer languages an expression is evaluated in an evaluation context. In Scheme this context consists
of the expression to evaluate itself (e), the environnement in which this expression should be evaluated (r), sometimes
21 First-class objects may be named by variables, may be passed as argument to procedures, may be returned as results and may be included in
(and retrieved from) data structures.
22 In Java, objects are considered to be first class but procedures/methods are not (e.g. They can not be returned by other procedures or passed as
arguments).
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the continuation(s), that means the next expression(s) to evaluate with the result of this evaluation (k) and of course
the interpreter itself (eval).
Moreover, we also decided to use Scheme to reach, at run time, the Interpreter level as it is suggested in the
previous section. Scheme offers some devices to allow the dynamic modification of an interpreter, in the following
ways:
1. Using a reflective interpreter with the mechanism of reifying procedures such as in [JF92]. Reifying procedures
is a feature to access to an expression evaluation context. The main idea is that user’s programs could have
the same access rights as the interpreter itself. Owing to that, procedures implementing the interpreter can
be accessed and modified by user’s programs in the same way as the environment and the continuation. This
property makes reifying procedures the ideal tool to dynamically modify interpreters. The problem of this
approach is that reflection is still hard to put into work and very heavy in computing resources.
2. Using first class interpreters such those present in [IJF92].
3. Using two levels of evaluation in order to use the evaluation function (eval) which is part of the language and
reachable as any other procedure.
We experiment solution 1 and 3 in the STROBE model. Notice, that doing this kind of Interpreter’s level modification could be very difficult with other types of languages, especially compiled ones (e.g. Java, C++) which have an
execution machine not consisting of a simple interpreter, but of a compiler and a virtual machine.
3.1.5

McCarthy inspirations and Wegner’s view compliance

This paragraph has the purpose to compare the STROBE model with related famous visionary work aiming to shift
the classical algorithm view of computer science to an interaction centred approach. Some concepts of the model may
be recognised in McCarthy predictions described in [McC89]:
• A language should be interactions centred and there is no significant difference between interacting with AA or
HA. It should be speech acts oriented and may consider the illocutionary act especially the perlocutionary act.
• Agents are autonomous and they may change their goals during conversations. They both should also take the
initiative.
• Agents do not require data structures if they can refer directly to the past. The memory model has to be improved
to allow memorisation of all the values of a variable instead of simply forget them by traditional assignments.
In the same way, our approach fits with Wegner’s view [Weg97, WG03, GW04] towards Interactive Computation:
• Computational Problem: performing a task or providing a service, rather than algorithmically producing an
answer to a question.
• Dynamic Streams: input and output are modelled by dynamic streams which are interleaved.
• Environments: the world, the environment, of the computation is part of the model.
• Concurrency: computation is concurrent and the computing agent computes in parallel with its environment
and with other agents that may be in it.
• Non-computability: the environment can not be assumed to be static or effectively computable; for example it
may include humans.

3.2

The STROBE model’s first ideas

The STROBE model was firstly described in [Cer96, Cer99]. STROBE shows how generic conversations may be
described and implemented by means of STReams of messages to be exchanged by agents represented as OBjects
exerting control by means of procedures (and continuations) and interpreting messages in multiple Environments.
These three primitives are supposed to be first class objects giving to the model an important dynamic behaviour. The
STROBE model is highly influenced by applicative/functional programming features and traditional ACLs but goes
beyond them as a consequence of lying on the three main concepts adopted:
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Agents as interpreters. While communicating, an agent executes a REPL (Read - Eval - Print - Listen) loop waiting
for messages (L), selecting one (R), interpreting it (E) and sending an answer (P). This loop is quite similar to the
cycle of a language interpreter which evaluates an expression23 . This principle is important because it regards agents
as autonomous entities whose behaviour and interactions are controlled by a concrete evaluation procedure. Notice
that the choice of interpretation – as opposed to compilation and execution – is important in order to ensure the run
time dynamic behaviour of agents. The role of the interpreter is both to interpret the message and its content so the
communication language and the content language can be the same one. We call evaluate, the procedure which
emphasises the agent and interprets the message contents, and evaluate-kqmlmsg, the sub-procedure able to
interpret messages.
Cognitive Environments. The concept of Cognitive Environments was firstly presented in [Cer96]. It explains that
multiple environments are simultaneously available within the same agent. These environments represent the agent
knowledge – for example, the value of a variable, the definition of a procedure – they embody the agent Knowledge
Base (KB) as they represent a part of the different languages known by an agent (Data and Control levels, cf. Section
3.1.3). Actually, for the representation of each interlocutor, STROBE proposes to have a partner model to be able
to reconstruct as much as possible, the interlocutor’s internal state. The Cognitive Environment plays this role. A
STROBE agent interprets each messages’ communication in a specific environment dedicated to the interlocutor.
They have two types of environments:
• the first one is unique – global and private – it belongs to the agent, representing its own beliefs. It is called the
X
Global Environment (after denoted EX
);
• the other ones – locals – are dedicated to the interlocutors, each of them represents a partner model as it evolves
during conversations. They are called Local Environments (after denoted EYX as the X’s dedicated environment
to Y). Each time an agent receives a message, its selects the corresponding environment dedicated to the message
sender to interpret the message.
Remark — The first idea of STROBE was to dedicate to the interpretation of interlocutors’ messages a part of the
execution context (i.e. Cognitive Environment). We will see how STROBE now dedicates beside another part (i.e.
Cognitive Interpreter) and how perspectives (cf. Section 3.6.1) aim to dedicate the rest of the execution context (i.e.
Cognitive Continuation).
Messages as streams. STROBE agents’ inputs and outputs flow of messages are represented by streams24 . As
[ASS96] explains, streams allows to model systems and changes on them in terms of sequences that represent the time
histories of the systems being modelled. They are an alternative approach to modelling state. Streams are a smart data
structure to model agent conversation because they allow defining recursive data structures that can be used to represent
sequences that are undetermined and infinitely long such as inputs and outputs. This feature of applicative/functional
programming seems particularly adapted for modelling agent conversation as lazy evaluation is relevant to express
the natural retarded aspect of interactions: an agent may delay the production of the next message until it interprets
its interlocutor’s reaction to its first message. It allows to remove the necessity of global conversation planning (i.e.
the classic interaction protocol) substituting it by history memorisation and one-step, opportunistic planning. Section
3.6.2 details work in progress on this special point.

3.3

The STROBE model today

The current extension of the STROBE model described in this paper can be synthetically outlined by one sentence:
to augment the concept of Cognitive Environments, by including in them Cognitive Interpreters, which can be dynamically modified, allowing agents to develop a complete language (Interpreter + Environment) for each of their
interlocutors, increasing agent dynamics and giving to them an evolutionary partner model.
23 The traditional cycle of interpreter is REP, the step L has not real sense as the interpreter does not do anything while it waits for expressions.
On the other hand agents, when they do not communicate, use all their time to accomplish what they are conceived for, so the step L has got a sense.
24 Streams are ”lazy lists” (i.e. the natural representation of sequences that are partially instantiated (evaluated)). The basic idea consists in
constructing a stream only partially, and to pass the partial construction to the program that consumes the stream [ASS96]. Most of the times
streams lie on lazy evaluation mechanism (also called delayed evaluation). Lazy evaluation consists in delaying evaluation of function arguments
until the last possible moment (e.g. until they are required by a primitive, or printed as an answer)[FW76].
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3.3.1

The STROBE agent architecture

Cognitive Environments provide to agents a global environment and several local environments representing the partner models. We significantly improve the representation of agents by considering them as a set of interpreters, including a global one and local ones for each agent they have a representation of. The previous concept of Cognitive
Environments is actually extended with Cognitive Interpreters. These interpreters (i.e. evaluate procedures) are
stored in environments as any other usual procedure. The use of the terms ”cognitive” has to be explained: i) for
Cognitive Environments, because, according to the three learning levels seen above, the Data and Control levels can
be modified by communications; and ii) for Cognitive Interpreters, because the last level, the Interpreter level, can be
also modified using devices presented in Section 3.1.4. The three levels are reachable at run time while communicating, allowing agents to dynamically modify their meta-level knowledge, increasing their autonomy and adaptability,
allowing them ”to change their mind” i.e. their way of interpreting things. STROBE agents therefore develop, while
communicating, a language (Cognitive Environment + Cognitive Interpreter) for each of their interlocutors.
The STROBE agent architecture is given in Figure 2.

With,

IT EMYX


=

X local item dedicated to Y
X global item

if
if

X=
6 Y
X=Y

Figure 2: The STROBE agent architecture
An agent A, AGEN TA , is considered as a set of Cognitive Environments, EN V...A and mental states, M ENA
(i.e. agent’s private modules). The set of environments is not null, because an agent unavoidably has its own global
environment, EN VAA , and eventually a other environments corresponding to its partner models EN VBA , EN VCA , etc.
A Cognitive Environment, EN VJI , is a set of bindings with a least, an interpreter, IN TJI , which is the Cognitive Interpreter included in the Cognitive Environment, and the rest of the bindings, BIN DJI , which is a set of pairs variable
– value. Two other bindings are also distinguished INJI and OU TJI as I’s input and output streams of messages dedicated to J. A Cognitive Interpreter, IN TJI , is a procedure evaluateIJ (EXP, EN VJI ), which evaluates an expression
EXP , in the corresponding environment, EN VJI . EXP is an expression of a language, i.e. a message or the content
of a message. The mental state, M ENA , is a set of modules depending on the role of the agent. It could be composed
for example of a message box, which is used to store messages before interpreting them, a dynamic scheduler, which
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corresponds to the policy of choice of messages in the message box25 , a behaviour, corresponding to the role of the
agent i.e. its intrinsic purpose, learning rules to change environments in a global way (cf. Section 3.3.4), an i-dialogue
function, to model conversation by streams (cf. Section 3.6.2) etc.
We can now illustrate the STROBE model REPL loop more precisely as Figure 3 shows. Each time an agent Reads
a message, it picks up both the dedicated environment and interpreter to interpret it, then it Evals it (i.e. applies the
selected interpreter on the message in the selected environment, and Prints the corresponding answer (i.e. sends the
answer message(s) and/or processes the evaluation result), before Listening the next message.

Agent X REPL loop
LISTEN
Accomplish its own objectives while waiting for new messages; and/or
choose (with dynamic scheduler) the next message M to process;
READ
Pick up the Cognitive Environment (EYX ) and Cognitive Interpreter (IYX ) dedicated to the
interlocutor Y (if Y is the sender of M);
EVAL
X
Interpret the message M : evaluateX
Y (M ,EY );
PRINT
Send to Y the answer message(s) and/or process the evaluation result;

Figure 3: Agent REPL loop
We can now detail the procedure evaluate. If the expression to interpret is a message then it calls evaluate
-kqmlmsg (cf. Section 3.3.5), else it calls evaluate-exp procedure which is a classical evaluation procedure
(such as eval from [ASS96], or evaluate from [Que96] or [JF92]) which dispatches on the expression type
(definition, quotation, condition, combination etc...) to evaluate it.
Data: EXP , EN VJI
Result: value or message(s)
if EXP is not a message then
evaluate − expIJ (EXP ,EN VJI );
else
evaluate − kqmlmsgJI (EXP ,EN VJI );
end
Procedure: evaluateIJ (EXP ,EN VJI )
The advantage of seeing STROBE agents as a set of interpreters is that they can process programs for other agents
or even exchange their interpreters as simple procedures just like in Grid architectures where it is sometime more
interesting to move programs than data. Their interpreters can also be transmitted before a conversation, just like an
ontology. As [ASS96] states:
If we wish to discuss some aspect of a proposed modification to LISP with another member of the LISP
community, we can supply an evaluator that embodies the change. The recipient can then experiment with
the new evaluator and send back comments as further modifications.
25 This idea proposed originally by [GB99] and [Cer99] allows an agent to choose the next message to process without interpreting it, only using
message metadata (i.e. communication level and message level). For example, your dynamic scheduler may help you to answer your boss before
your colleague.
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With the STROBE model, agents have a set of environments and interpreters that represents their knowledge and
its evolution through time. Indeed, these pairs correspond to their recognised sub-languages and thus to their faculties
to carry out a task.
3.3.2

Partner model representation

In the STROBE model, the Cognitive Environment and its included Cognitive Interpreter, emphasise the partner
model. Therefore, message interpretation is done in a given environment and with a given interpreter both dedicated
to the conversation (we deal with conversations because Cognitive Environment modifications26 are persistent along
communications). For instance, Figure 4 points out representations of an agent, AGEN TA which knows two other
agents, AGEN TB and AGEN TC .



A
 IN TAA = λ : EXP → evaluateA

A (EXP, EN VA )


A

EN VA =




A

BIN DA
= {(u, 3)(v, 5)(square, λ : x → x ∗ x) . . .}








A


 IN TBA = λ : EXP → evaluateA
B (EXP, EN VB )
A
AGEN TA =
EN VB =


A

BIN DB
= {(u, 3)(v, 5)(carre, λ : x → x ∗ x) . . .}








A


 IN TCA = λ : EXP → evaluateA
C (EXP, EN VC )


A

EN VC =




A
= {(u, 6)(v, 2)(id, λ : x → x) . . .}
BIN DC
Figure 4: Representations of AGEN TA , with two partners, AGEN TB and AGEN TC , models

3.3.3

Determination of the local environment dedicated to a new partner

When an agent meets another one for the first time, three cases are possible:
1. it produces a new local environment for this agent by cloning its own global environment and uses this new one
to communicate with this agent, for example, when two agents meet together for the very first time, and when
they do not have any idea of the type of the new partner agent (e.g. HA, AA, service provider, etc...). This case
is the most logic and the most frequent;
2. it produces a new local environment for this agent by cloning another local environment it already has, for
example, when another agent finishes a conversation (e.g. generates a service) that a first one has begun i.e.
keeping the same state;
3. it uses an already existing local environment to communicate with this new agent (and the previous ones), for
example, when an agent identical, or playing the same role, or belonging to the same group, replaces another
one.
Figure 5 illustrates these three cases representing AGEN TA when it meets AGEN TD for the first time.
The third situation is heavy in consequences, because it shows that several agents can be represented by another
one by means of the same partner model. Therefore, an agent may have, a partner model of lonely agents, but also
representations of groups of agents eventually playing different roles. It brings closer the model to a organisational
structure such as AGR (Agent, Group, Role) [FGM03] as it is proposed by Singh in [Sin98]. It is one important point
of a social agent view.
26 We generally use the term of Cognitive Environment, or simply environment, but the reader should not forget that it concerns also Cognitive
Interpreters due to the fact that the latter is included in the former.
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Figure 5: New interlocutor environment instantiation

3.3.4

Learning/Reasoning on Cognitive Environments

It is important to notice that the global environment, (i.e. EN VXX ), is private and changes only for precise reasons.
A
A
However, caring readers could have noticed in Figure 4, that BIN DC
was different from BIN DB
and particularly
A
A
from BIN DA . Which value AGEN TA must use for u or v? How to infer that the square procedure of BIN DA
A
A
and carre of BIN DB are the same? When does BIN DA change?
Even if the STROBE model is an instance of the learning-by-being-told paradigm, i.e. Cognitive Environment
changes (i.e. learning) is done according to messages ”told” by another agent, it does not prevent at all the two other
types of learning. For the first one, machine learning, notice that the set of environments, EN V...X , corresponds to X’s
KB. On this KB STROBE agents may have two kinds of learning processes which should be considered locally (i.e.
on one environment) and globally (i.e. on all the environments):
• The first kind consist on learning on a particular environment, EN VIX ∀I, that means for example deducing
a new proposition from other propositions, such as in the modus ponens, if A → B, and A, then B. Or
detecting if several bindings of an environment are the same. This kind of machine learning processes can be
applied on an data structure which binds variables with values, such as the one used for Cognitive Environments.
For example, in Scheme, programs can detect if two functions produce the same result, or if they have the same
body (i.e. detect that (square (lambda (x) (* x x))) and (carre (lambda (y) (* y y)))
are the same functions assuming that * is the same function in the two definition environments).
• The second learning process concerns the modification of the global environment, EN VXX . Agents must transfer
knowledge they learned in the different EN VIX ∀I 6= X (local environments) to EN VXX . They have to do that
in order to take into account what they have learned in a global way. It is part of their evolution. They also have
to do that if they want to use with another agent knowledge learned with another one. Then an agent must have
a global environment evolution policy (or a learning rule module), which emphasises its autonomy, desire and
intentions. For example, such a policy may be: 95% of my interlocutors teach me that x=5 and 5% teach me
that x=3, then I decide that for me (i.e. in my global environment) x will be 5. Or, another example, 95% of
my interlocutors teach me that x=5 but my boss teaches me that x=3, then I decide that for me x will be 3. The
second example shows that an agent global environment policy may use metadata on agent interlocutors. Notice
that these kinds of processes can be similar to the ones seen just above but globally. For example, detecting that
two functions in two different local environments are the same.
Concerning the last type of learning of Section 3.1.3, learning as a side effect of communication, we do not detail
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this point here as it is the subject of other ongoing research (for example, [JEC05] proposes a bootstrap to go toward
”serendipitous” learning with enhanced presence by HA and AA communication).
Remark — The STROBE model, as number of agent model, is highly inspired by human representation. In one
sense we could say that each HA has is own internal representations and states, what (s)he thinks, what (s)he believes,
what (s)he wants to do or become etc. Each HA has a set of acquaintances and different representations of these
acquaintances, actually (s)he develops different languages for each of them. Other HAs do not know what are their
real thoughts, they can just deduce facts from messages these HAs send one another. Each time a HA interacts (and
for HA not just communicate) with another one (s)he changes her/his representations and mental states. HAs are able
to infer, or deduce knowledge from what they know or learn. The purpose of STROBE is to model AA as close as
possible from HA, since it is assumed that HAs perform better as AA the social construction of solutions to problems.
3.3.5

Communication language

This section details the communication language used by STROBE agents (i.e. message structure and performatives used). It is considered minimal. Messages are speech act oriented and use performatives. They are inspired
by the KQML and FIPA-ACL message structure but use only the main parameters (sender, receiver, performative,
content). Other ones (e.g. ontology, in-reply-to, reply-with, protocol) may eventually be added on the fly as the
evaluate-kqmlmsg procedure is part of the interpreter. Their form is:
M SG = {AGEN TS , AGEN TR , P ERF ORM, CON T EN T }
with P ERF ORM = {assertion, ack, request, answer, order, executed, broadcast}
The sender (AGEN TS ) and the receiver (AGEN TR ), are the two agents concerned by the message. The
CON T EN T of the message is an expression written in a content language, for example the Scheme expression
(+ 2 (* 3 5) 4). STROBE uses the same language both for the message and its content (i.e. Scheme) as agents
can use the same interpreter to interpret the message and evaluate its content27 . In order to construct a minimal agent
STROBE agents process six performatives by default ([Cer99]). Another one, broadcast, is the subject of one of the
experimentations hereafter:
assertion messages modify the interlocutor behaviour or some of its representations (bindings in the Cognitive Environment). Answers are ack (acknowledgement) messages reporting a success or an error. For example, in
Scheme, the content of assertion messages are define or set! expressions. These messages are used to
perform classical Data/Control levels learning.
request messages ask for one interlocutor’s representation, such as the value of a variable or the closure of a function.
Their answers return a value or an error. In Scheme, request messages are symbol names x, y, square.
order messages require the interlocutor to apply a procedure. This interlocutor sends the result as the content of an
executed message. In Scheme, it would correspond to a procedure call, (foo . . .). These messages are used
when an agent achieves a task for another one or for instance, to dynamically modify an agent interpreter.
For example, Figure 6 illustrates a dialogue with the three kind of performatives.
As we see in the experimentation, Section 3.5.1, the list of known performative is not closed. Surely, due to the
fact that performatives are processed by evaluate-kqmlmsg procedure, which is a sub-procedure of evaluate,
it is possible to dynamically modify it and thus add to it new performatives. For example, the broadcast performative:
broadcast messages consist in sending a message with a pair as content (perform, content) its semantics is
that the interlocutor must send a message with the performative perform and with the content content to
all its current interlocutors. There is no answer defined for the broadcast messages.
27 Note that the choice of Scheme allows to consider also a minimal content language as Scheme define a very few fundamental primitives
(define, set!, lambda, quote, if) which are sufficient to re-implement (quasi-)all the language.
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Teacher (AT )
{AT , AS , request, square }

Student (AS )
{AS , AT , answer, undefined }

{AT , AS , assertion, (define (square x) (* x x)) }

{AS , AT , ack, (*.*) }

{AT , AS , order, (square 3) }

{AS , AT , executed, 9 }

Figure 6: Examples of message between an agent teacher and an agent student.
We now can detail the evaluate-kqmlmsg procedure:
Data: MSG=(AI , AJ , P ERF ORM, CON T EN T ), EN VJI
Result: value or message(s)
switch PERFORM do
case assertion
send(AJ , AI , ack, evaluateIJ (CON T EN T, EN VJI ));
case request
send(AJ , AI , answer, evaluateIJ (CON T EN T, EN VJI ));
case order
send(AJ , AI , executed, evaluateIJ (CON T EN T, EN VJI ));
otherwise
analyse − answerJI (CON T EN T );
end
Procedure: evaluate − kqmlmsgJI (EXP, EN VJI )
Note that for each performative the interpretation of the content is performed. However, different performative
may be used to distinct ”pragmatic effect” of messages. That is, being able to know if an agent is going to learn at
the Data/Control levels (assertion message) or simply answer a question (request message) or perform a task for an
interlocutor (order message).

3.4

Related works on agent communication

This section shows how the STROBE model does not prevent the use of classical approaches in agent communication
(i.e. ACLs and protocols). Let us take the problem in the contrary sense as in Section 3.1.2. Let us begin with conversation modelling. STROBE messages interpretation is done with a dedicated procedure, evaluate-kqmlmsg. This
procedure personifies the way an agent interprets messages, thus an agent may be constructed with a evaluate-kqmlmsg
which takes into account some interaction protocols or conversation policies. Thus, the messages structure becomes:
M SG = {AGEN TS , AGEN TR , P ERF ORM, P ROT OCOL, CON T EN T }
with P ROT OCOL = {contract − net, introduction, coop − learning, . . .}
and the evaluate-kqmlmsg procedure becomes:
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Data: MSG=(AI , AJ , P ERF ORM, P ROT OCOL, CON T EN T ), EN VJI
Result: value or messages(s)
switch PROTOCOL do
case contract-net
switch PERFORM do
case call
...
case proposal
...
case decision
...
case contract
...
end
case introduction
...
case coop-learning
...
otherwise
switch PERFORM do
case assertion
send(AJ , AI , ack, evaluateIJ (CON T EN T, EN VJI ));
case . . .
...
end
end
Procedure: evaluate − kqmlmsgJI (MSG,EN VJI )
Then STROBE can embody classical approaches of conversation modelling (i.e. interaction protocols and conversation policies). However, these approaches are strongly bounded to mental states architectures [DG00]. For example,
agents that envision to use FIPA-ACL in a semantically coherent way are required to adhere to a BDI-style architecture. So STROBE should also embody these kind of architectures. Subsequently, data structures as environments
allows doing it. Booleans true and false, and basis modal operators are part of the content language. Moreover, other
modal operators such as B, D, I (Believe, Desire, Intention) from [RG91] or B, U, C (Belief, Uncertainty, Choice)
from [CL90] (e.g. BI p = ”agent I believes that p is true”) can be added. Processing on these logic expressions, is
of course also possible, it is the domain of logic programming [Rob83] and it can be done with language such as
PROLOG or Scheme as presented in Chapter 4 of [ASS96]. This chapter shows how to write a query system (i.e. a
logic expression interpreter). STROBE agent’s interpreters can become such query systems.
Mental states based ACLs are often criticised [Sin98] for some of their requirements: i) the sincerity condition, ii)
the fact that they presuppose what an agent think (i.e. believe, intention, desire). For example, its strong semantic gives
to FIPA-ACL these drawbacks. These requirements are a very big limit to agent autonomy. Using a strong partner
model and not simply a mental states architecture avoids these drawbacks. Actually, a STROBE agent does not know
what another agent thinks, it just knows what the other agent knows of what it knows as far as the knowledge has been
communicated (has become shared).
As an example of another mapping of STROBE with other work, we can say that the Cognitive Environments are
quite the same thing as Huget’s interaction module [Hug03] which extracts protocols and semantics from agents and
puts them into a framework. It can be implemented outside agents increasing their modularity and interoperability.
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3.5

Experimentations: examples of scenarios

In order to express the potentiality of the model, this section suggests two examples of scenario, called experimentations, which could occur with such a model. They illustrate: i) meta-level learning by communicating: agents which
modify their interpreters while communicating; ii) how STROBE enables the dynamic specification of a problem by
means of communication, which is necessary for DSG as presented in Section 2. Even if these experimentations are
”toy examples”, they are significant as they represent solutions for a large class of problems.
3.5.1

Meta-level learning by communicating

Learning a new performative. The first experimentation shows how an agent can learn-by-being-told a new performative, thus dynamically modifies its message interpretation procedure (i.e. evaluate-kqmlmsg which is part
of the interpreter). It is a standard ”teacher-student” dialogue. An agent teacher (AT ) asks to an agent student (AS )
to broadcast a message to all its interlocutors using a special performative, broadcast. However, student does not
initially know the performative used by teacher. So, teacher transmits two messages (assertion to define it the way
of interpreting broadcast messages and order to invite it to change its interpreter) clarifying to the student the way
of processing this new performative. Finally, teacher formulates once more its request to student and obtains satisfaction. After the last message process, evaluate − kqmlmsgTS procedure is modified. Thus a part of its interpreter
(IN TTS ) was dynamically changed and the corresponding definition in its dedicated environment (EN VTS ) is changed.
It is thus a meta-level learning. At the end of the dialogue student agent can process broadcast messages coming
from teacher. Figure 7 describes the exact dialogue occurring in the experimentation. The paper [JC03] details this
experimentation and shows it using the reifying procedures.
Teacher (AT )

Student (AS )

Here is the definition of the square procedure:
{AT , AS , assertion, (define (square x) (* x x)))}

Ok, I know now this procedure:
{AS , AT , ack, (*.*)}

Broadcast to all your current interlocutors:
{AT , AS , broadcast, ’(order (square 3))}

Sorry, I don’t know this performative:
{AS , AT , answer, ’(unknown broadcast)}

Save your evaluate-kqmlmsg procedure:
{AT , AS , assertion,
(define old-eval-kqmlmsg evaluate-kqmlmsg)}

Ok, I have added this new binding:
{AS , AT , ack, (*.*)}

Here is the way to process broadcast:
{AT , AS , assertion,
(define (evaluate-broadcast msg) ...)}

Ok, I have added this new binding:
{AS , AT , ack, (*.*)}

Then, you can change your evaluate-kqmlmsg procedure:
{AT , AS , order, (set! evaluate-kqmlmsg
(lambda (msg)
(if (eq? (performative? msg) ’broacast)
(evaluate-broadcast msg)
(old-eval-kqmlmsg msg))))}

Ok, I have changed my procedure:
{AS , AT , executed, (*.*)}

Broadcast to all your current correspondents:
{AT , AS , broadcast, ’(order (square 3))}

Ok, I broadcast
{AS , . . . , order, (square 3)}

Figure 7: Teacher-student dialogue for broadcast performative learning.
Remark — Note that the new evaluate-kqmlmsg procedure28 integrate the new code for evaluating broadcast
messages, but the previous code is not modified as it is saved and called by old-eval-kqmlmsg. The term integration is important, because AS does not simply replace its procedure by the AT one, it integrates this code to its
previous procedure yet conserving as valid the previous modifications on it. This is a constructivist method.
28 Environment

(r) and continuation (k) are note mentioned in Figures 7 and 8 for simplicity.
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Learning a logic operator. Another important task in learning is to test learner knowledge, asking good questions
to learner in order to determine its knowledge or capability of doing a task. This ”toy-example” illustrates this point by
testing the learner meta-level knowledge. The experimentation still concerns a teacher agent and a student agent. The
teacher wants to test the way the student process the AND logic operator. Logic operators AND and OR have to be
processed particularly. Indeed, there is no need to evaluate the other clauses if: the first clause of an AND is false or if
the first clause of an OR is true. The interpreter can immediately return false for the AND expression in the first case,
and true for the OR expression in the second case. AND and OR expressions are said to be ”lazy evaluated” as for
example the if special form. In Scheme, to process these operators in a lazy way, they have to be defined as special
forms, and not classical procedures29 . It means that these operators are defined at the Interpreter level, thus to add these
special forms to a language, the interpreter of the language itself has to be modified . In order to test the student way of
processing AND, teacher uses a global variable, counter, which is incremented each time the interpreter evaluates
expression like (begin (set! counter (+ 1 counter)) predicate) which returns the value (true or
false) of predicate. Figure 8 describes the exact dialogue occurring in the experimentation.
Teacher (AT )

Student (AS )

Here is the definition of the counter variable:
{AT , AS , assertion, (define counter 0)}

Ok, I know now this variable:
{AS , AT , ack, (*.*)}

Please, evaluate the above expression:
{AT , AS , order,
(and (begin (set! counter (+ 1 counter))
(> 2 3))
(begin (set! counter (+ 1 counter))
(= 0 0)))}

Ok, I have executed, here is the result:
{AS , AT , executed, #f}

What is the value of counter?:
{AT , AS , request, counter}

Ok, here is the value of counter:
{AS , AT , answer, 2}

Save your evaluate procedure:
{AT , AS , assertion, (define old-eval evaluate-exp)}

Ok, I have added this new binding:
{AS , AT , ack, (*.*)}

Here is the way to process AND in a lazy way:
{AT , AS , assertion, (define (evaluate-and exp) ...)}

Ok, I have added this new binding:
{AS , AT , ack, (*.*)}

Then, you can change your evaluate procedure:
{AT , AS , order, (set! evaluate-exp
(lambda (exp)
(if (and-exp? exp) (evaluate-and exp)
(old-eval exp))))}

Ok, I have changed my evaluate procedure:
{AS , AT , executed, (*.*)}

Please, evaluate the above expression:
{AT , AS , order,
(and (begin (set! counter (+ 1 counter))
(> 2 3))
(begin (set! counter (+ 1 counter))
(= 0 0)))}

Ok, I have executed, here is the result:
{AS , AT , executed, #f}

What is the value of counter?:
{AT , AS , request, counter}

Ok, Here is the value of counter:
{AS , AT , answer, 3}

Figure 8: Teacher-student dialogue for lazy AND operator learning.
Remark — In this experimentation it is the evaluate-exp procedure, sub-procedure of evaluate which has
been modified. So comparing to the first experimentation, it is another part of the interpreter but always a meta-level
learning.
29 You

can also do it using continuation passing style programming.
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3.5.2

Enabling dynamic specification by communication

STROBE agent’s interpreters could of course be nondeterministic ones. The key idea is that expressions, in nondeterministic language, can have more than one possible value. With nondeterministic evaluation, an expression represents
the exploration of a set of possible worlds, each determined by a set of choices. Nondeterministic evaluation is very
useful for CSP, but moreover AI in general is intrinsically nondeterministic. We invite the reader to refer to [ASS96]
(Chapter 4) for more details on nondeterministic evaluation with Scheme or elsewhere in CSP literature.
It is interesting for agents to be considered as nondeterministic interpreters to solve, for instance constraint based
programs. But above all, the most interesting thing is that agents can progressively build such programs by adding or
removing constraints while communicating with other agents and then apply these programs to generate a solution (to
achieve a task) for another agent. The constraints, defining a nondeterministic program30 , can be determined progressively with the conversation using STROBE’s features to dynamically change procedures and the way of interpreting
them.
Remark — We should be careful with the meaning of ”nondeterministic”. It means that the process achieves, finds
an answer (a solution or a statement on the fact that there is no solution), but the way it is done is nondeterministic,
can be each time different and not foreseeable.
An e-commerce scenario. Let us consider, a standard e-commerce dialogue for a train ticket booking. A ticket is
characterised by a departure city, a destination city, a price, and a date. An SNCF31 agent dialogues with a customer
agent which tries to book a ticket. A realistic dialogue could be:
a. Customer: I want a ticket from Montpellier to Paris
b. SNCF: Ok, what are your conditions?
c. Customer: Tomorrow before 10AM. Please, give me a proposition for a ticket!
d. SNCF: Ok, train 34, departure tomorrow 9.30AM, from Montpellier to Paris, 150e
e. Customer: Is it possible to pay less than 100e?
f. SNCF: Ok, train 31, departure tomorrow 8.40AM, from Montpellier to Paris, 95e
g. Customer: Another proposition please?
h. SNCF Ok, train 32, departure tomorrow 9.15AM, from Montpellier to Paris, 98e
i. Customer: Ok, I accept this one
Notice that the messages a, b, c and e deal with the constraints on ticket selection. The messages d, f and h are
result of application of ticket research procedure, with various constraints. The message g corresponds to a request of
the customer to get another answer, that means to explore another branch of the solution tree. Figure 9 illustrates how
this dialogue can be represented into Scheme expressions in order to be realised by our agents.32
The idea of this experimentation is interesting because it is the dialogue that builds the computation to be carried
out and not the opposite. It is a typical scenario that could be found in many e-commerce applications or other ones
of the same kind where agents must build a program to find a solution together. The classical approach of program
construction (which can be found in traditional software engineering) that specifies the problem before coding it, is
changed into a dynamic specification approach during coding. That is to say, specification and realisation are carried
out at the same time.
Constraints on Figure 9 are pretty simple, but with such a system more complex constraints are possible. For
instance, conjunction and disjunction of predicates as: ”I want to leave between the 10th and the 12th of this month”
can be expressed by the following Scheme expression:
30 Actually, CSP formalizes problem with: X the set of variables, D the restricted domains of these variables, and C the set of constraints on
these variables. In the following we consider that the elements X and D are determined and let the user express C.
31 The acronym of the French railway company: Société Nationale des Chemins de Fer.
32 We should say a word about the amb, require, try-again expressions evaluation: the expression (amb exp1 exp2 . . . expn)
returns the value of one of the n expressions expi. For example, the following expression can have six possible values:
(list (amb 1 2 3) (amb ’a ’b))
⇒ (1 a), (1 b), (2 a), (2 b), (3 a), (3 b)
The developer can add constraints (as predicates) on the values returned by amb. These constraints are expressed with the require special form.
The evaluation of an amb expression can be seen as a tree solution exploration where a function is processed until a solution respecting all the
constraints is found as long as the complete tree is not traversed. Just like in the PROLOG language, with which the user can ask, one by one, all
the solutions of a logical expression, with a nondeterministic interpreter, the try-again key-word allows to ask the next successful evaluation for
a procedure calling amb. The traditional interpretation loop is modified to take into account these backtracks (e.g. by using continuations).
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Customer (AC )

SNCF (AS )

I want a ticket from Montpellier to Paris
(require
(eq? depart ’montpellier))
(require
(eq? dest ’paris))

Definition of a new find-ticket function:
(define (find-ticket)
(let ((depart (amb *city-set*))
(dest (amb *city-set*))
(price (amb *price-set*))
(date (amb *date-set*)))
(require (not (eq? depart dest)))
(require (eq? depart ’montpellier))
(require (eq? dest ’paris))
(list (list ’depart depart)
(list ’dest dest)
(list ’price price)
(list ’date date))))

Tomorrow before 10AM
(require (< date *tomorrow10AM*))
Please, give me a proposition for a ticket!
(find-ticket)
Is it possible to pay less than 100e?
(require (< prix 100))
(find-ticket)
Another proposition please?
(try-again)

Ok, what are your conditions?
find-ticket fonction modification adding a new constraint. Then
procedure execution:
Ok,train 34, departure tomorrow 9.30AM, from Montpellier to Paris,
150e
((depart montpellier) (dest paris) (price 150)
(date *tomorrow9.30AM*))
idem
Ok, train 31, departure tomorrow 8.40AM, from Montpellier to Paris,
95e
((depart montpellier) (dest paris) (price 95)
(date *tomorrow8.41AM*))
find-ticket function execution:
Ok, train 32, departure tomorrow 9.15AM, from Montpellier to Paris,
98e
((depart montpellier) (dest paris) (price 98)
(date *tomorrow9.15AM*))

Ok, I accept this one

The customer agent (AC ), which represents the user of the service, transmits its requests with require and
try-again expressions. At the beginning of the conversation, the SNCF agent (AS ) starts a new find-ticket
procedure construction which is dynamically modified and built progressively during the conversation. These modifiS
.
cations consist in changing a value in the SNCF agent’s environment dedicated to the customer agent, EC
Figure 9: Scheme expressions in dialogue between the SNCF agent and the customer agent.
(require (and (<= *10-of-this-month* date)
(>= *12-of-this-month* date)))
Other dependencies among ticket attributes such as: ”I want to leave from Montpellier if the price is lower than 15e,
else I want to leave from Nı̂mes”, which can be expressed by the following Scheme expression:
(if (not (and (< price 15) (eq? depart ’montpellier)))
(require (eq? depart ’nimes)))
Or, ”I want a first class ticket only if the price overcharge with respect to a second class ticket, is lower than 10e”
etc. Therefore, this approach enables the user to explore a large possibility in its own constraint definition. In fact,
in this experimentation AS does not want to know values of variables proprieties (i.e. departure city, price, etc...), it
simply exposes to AC the variables and domains on which it can express constraint, and let it communicates its ideas.
The travel agency example is often used in the Web research community (Semantic Web, ontology building, Data
mining, Web service, etc.), but seldom associated to a dynamic interaction with the user as our approach presents.
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This experimentation is a first step toward DSG because instead of asking values to user, it asks constraints on values,
which is substantially different from the user viewpoint
Remark — Section 2.2 mentions that DSG does not aim to substitute PD. In this experimentation, asking to the
user constraints on variables ”includes” asking values on these variables, but not the opposite. For example, constraints
expressed by the customer agent can be equalities (i.e. values) instead of inequalities for instance: (require (=
price 95)) or (require (= date *tomorrow10AM*)) etc. In this case, DSG is downgraded to PD. It is
equivalent to fill a Web form, what is a current practice in many Web sites.
Remark — The first experimentation shows how to add a new performative to the ones already known by an agent,
thus how to modify an agent messages interpretation procedure (i.e. evaluate-kqmlmsg). The same principles
can be used to modify any part of an agent interpreter. We can imagine a prelude to the second experimentation with
a scenario where an agent teaches to another one how to transform its interpreter into nondeterministic one.

3.6

The STROBE model tomorrow

3.6.1

Increasing control with dedicated continuations

Continuation is a fundamental notion in programming languages. When a program is interpreted, it represents the
following of the current process and allows to reach it. In Scheme there are two ways of doing continuation passing
style programming:
• Use the call/cc special form witch allows to reach the continuation. For example, call/cc allows writing
a product function with escape when a multiplication by zero occurs.
• Use the continuation as part of the evaluation context itself (cf. Section 3.1.4). For example a Scheme nondeterministic interpreter uses two continuations: a succeed one and a failure one.
Our interest concerns only the second way for the moment. Using continuation in the evaluation context means
to give to the interpreter not simply the environment where the expression must be evaluated but also the next expression to evaluate with this result. That is why continuations are functions (then first class object in Scheme) with an
expression as parameter which corresponds to the result of evaluation of the precedent expression. For example, if
we consider the environment R with the binding (x 3) then (evaluate ’(+ 1 x) R (lambda (v) (* v
11))) returns 44.
Indeed, to increase dynamic control it is interesting to have programs that can access the continuation of the current evaluation, in order to dynamically generate processes. It means to access another part of the evaluation context.
It can be done with devices presented in Section 3.1.4 (for example a reifying procedure). Considering that, the
STROBE model should regard Cognitive Environment as the embodiment of the complete evaluation context of an
expression and then integrate an interpreter (the Cognitive Interpreter) but also continuation(s)33 (a function called
continuation). As interpreter and classical functions this continuation can also be dynamically modified, giving
to agents a way to improve their capability to adjust their partner model and as consequence increase their adaptability to communicate. For example, we can imagine an agent global environment evolution policy which consists in
interpreting messages of a special interlocutor in both its dedicated environment and in the global environment (e.g.
if the interlocutor is the creator of the agent). It can be done via the dedicated continuation coding that any message
must be interpreted in the global environment after being interpreted in the local environment. Due to the propriety to
be dynamically changed, this new addition can be called Cognitive Continuation. This perspective for the STROBE
model gives to agents access to all the expression evaluation context. Then, a communication message is interpreted
by a dedicated interpreter in a dedicated environment, with a dedicated continuation. Therefore, the evaluation
process is totally controlled and dynamic.
33 In fact, it is one or several continuations, as in nondeterministic interpretation. What is important is to note that the number of continuations
depend on the evaluation procedure (evaluate e r k) or (evaluate e r ks kf). In the following, we simply consider one continuation.
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3.6.2

i-dialogue: modelling agent conversation by streams

A recent work in progress presented in [JC05] introduces the i-dialogue abstraction which aims to model communicative situations such as those where an agent conducts multiple concurrent conversations with other agents. It models
conversations among agents by means of fundamental constructs of applicative/functional languages. (i.e. streams,
lazy evaluation and higher order functions). The i-dialogue abstraction spreads the elegant model of O’Donnell dialogue [O’D85] to more complex situations and considers it for agent communication. An i-dialogue is an interactive
session between n agents (A, Bi , . . .) which take turns sending messages to each other (messages from A to Bi and vice
and versa). Each agent has a state (αj , βij , . . .) that contains personal information (internals) and information about the
history of the conversation. Each agent models the conversation with the interlocutor with the i-dialogue abstraction.
A
Bi
During the conversation, each agent computes a new state (αi+1 , βij+1 , . . .) and a new output (OBi
, . . . , OA
, . . .)
A
Bi
from its previous state and the last input (IBi , . . . , IA , . . .) it received from other agents, using its transition function
A
(fBi
, . . . , fABi , . . .).
The i-dialogue abstraction seems particularly synergic with the STROBE model: the Cognitive Interpreters are the
transitions functions which produce an answer message (i.e. output) according to an incoming message (i.e. input) and
an environment (i.e. state). The i-dialogue abstraction has two main advantages: i) to not presuppose anything about
the internals of the partner agent and only deal with output streams of messages; ii) to deal with the entire conversation
(expressed by potentially infinite and not predetermined streams of messages) and not simply with a message alone.

3.7

The STROBE model as a toolkit for DSG

One important requirement for a progress in the area is conceptual simplicity for the researcher/developer. We think
that our proposed model could be perceived as simple enough to be not only understood in its potential, but also
used and reused in concrete settings, as we are convinced that it may be the kernel of complex applications, by
composition, abstraction and generalisation, of its principles. Our idea is to integrate in a quite evolutive model some
concrete tools able to improve fulfilling of requirements of DSG. The STROBE model is thus presented as a toolkit to
go towards DSG. That is why we developed this model to fit a maximal of DSG’s characteristics: interaction centred,
agent oriented, learning centred etc. For example, the two kinds of experimentations (meta-level learning and dynamic
specification of programs) illustrate concrete solutions to fulfill two of the characteristics of DSG mentioned in Section
2.4. Meta-level learning is needed to enable language enrichment at the three levels (Data, Control, Interpreter),
dynamic specification shows how to let the user express his own constraints (even if the set of variables and the
domains are fixed) concerning the functionality of a program he needs to use. As told in the beginning of the section,
the STROBE model is not static: it is developed progressively with the elicitation of characteristics of DSG.

4
4.1

Dynamic Service Generation on the Grid for e-learning scenarios
A service oriented Grid

A fundamental notion which appears in DSG is the notion of network. A PD system can be considered like an unique,
independent, and disconnected system, but a DSG system plays its role only connected to a network for which it is at
the same time agent user and agent provider. The agent plays then a role of point of entry on the network, he must be
capable, while interconnecting many other agents to find any kind of solution for the agent user. An agent is therefore
a member of a community. On the Web, the concept of virtual organization/community does not exist, it appears with
the emergence of the Grid. A virtual organization is a dynamic collection of individuals, institutions and resources
bundled together in order to share resources as they share common goals.
The essence of the Grid concept is nicely reflected by its original metaphor: the delegation to the electricity network
to offer us the service of providing us enough electric power as we need it when we need it even if we do not know
where and how that power is generated. The Grid aims to enable ”resource sharing and coordinated problem solving in
dynamic, multi-institutional virtual organisation” [FKT01]. Actually, it was originally designed to be an environment
with a large number of networked computer systems where computing and storage resources could be shared as
needed and on demand. Grid provides the protocols, services and software development kits needed to enable flexible,
controlled resource sharing on a large scale. This sharing is, necessarily, highly controlled, with resource providers
and users defining clearly and carefully just what is shared, who is allowed to share, and the conditions under which
sharing occurs.
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Grid technologies have evolved from ad hoc solutions, and de facto standards based on the Globus Toolkit, to Open
Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) [FKNT02] which adopts Web service standards and extend services to all kind of
resources (not only computing and storage). Today, the Web Service Resource Framework (WSRF) [FFG+ 04] defines
uniform mechanisms for defining, inspecting, and managing stateful resources in Web/Grid services. However, the
notion of Grid services do not fully correspond to the service requirements of the Grid. Grid services are quite the
same as Web services, adapted to the Grid. However, they represent a quite good step towards DSG as they add to
the classical Web services framework two main things: management of state (stateful service) and lifetime (transient
service).

4.2

Grid and agents

Foster et al. call service [FKNT02]: A (potentially transient) stateful service instance supporting reliable and secure invocation (when required), lifetime management, notification, policy management, credential management,
and virtualization. Actually, such a service could be better called an ”agent”. We further think that the Grid
[FK99, FKT01, RJS05] can be seen as the evolution of both Web and agent research. For example, you can not
pass from a Client/Server model based network (as the Web) to a distributed resource sharing system (as the Grid)
without considering autonomous and intelligent entities on this network and the communication between this entities.
Even the simplest functionality claimed by the Grid – the availability of information resources, including computer
power, in a way transparent to the Grid user – needs the agent user to fully delegate to the Grid the generation of the
service, by accepting at the same time that the Grid adapts dynamically to the run time conditions in order to offer the
best service to the user. This delegation is absent in classical Client/Server architectures.
In the same line as Foster et al. [FJK04] who show that Grid (brawn) and agent (brain) need each other, we take
the challenge of semantic Grids by interpreting the role of Grids as societies of autonomous interacting agents offering
dynamically defined as well as dynamically delivered (generated) services (i.e. DSG) by means of conversations
among AA and HA available in the society. This view is not only consistent with current developments on Grid, but
with the above outlined state of the art in agents and agent communication, and with our own extension to include HA.
Learning Grids (i.e. societies of learning agents) become in this view at the same time societies of agents (HA and AA)
supporting human learning. No doubt that HA are autonomous (what is yet to be realised for AA) and solve problems
by interacting (what is partially realised by AA). No doubt that their own ”internals” are hard to identify (what calls
for a social, better than a mental state based, approach to modelling cooperation in mixed societies of agents).

4.3

Dynamic Service Generation implies learning

One requirement of DSG is that the user does not certainly know what he wants. This statement supports our view
that DSG implies learning. At the end of the process the user has certainly learned something: in the e-commerce
experimentation, the customer, communicating with the SNCF agent, has simply learned what is the train he is going to
take. Even if the e-commerce scenario is a very simple one, it may be easily extended to complex ones, and especially
”learning oriented” scenarios which imply very complex learning. In this sense, our work is inscribed in a global logic
to provide an e-learning infrastructure based on DSG. That means that an agent able to generate dynamically services
embodies perfectly Learning Services. If services are embodied by STROBE agents, then STROBE agents can realise
Learning Grid Services.

5

Conclusion

We present in this paper the STROBE model as a social oriented model of agent representation and agent communication. We have thoroughly adopted the two requirements of Section 3.1.2: the model i) is highly dynamic, allowing the
three levels of learning (Data, Control, Interpreter) at run time (thanks to the concept of Cognitive Interpreters) and
ii) is based on a strong representation of partner models (thanks to the concept of Cognitive Environments). STROBE
agents are able to interpret communication messages in a given environment, including an interpreter, dedicated to the
current conversation. We shown how communication enables to dynamically change values in an environment and
especially how these interpreters can dynamically adapt their way of interpreting messages. Then, we shown how a
STROBE agent can build, dynamically while communicating, a language dedicated to each of its interlocutors. Be-
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sides, the model was illustrated with experimentations showing its adequateness and the feasibility of its prototypical
applications.
As we saw, the STROBE model is thought and developed as a toolkit for Dynamic Service Generation, a quite
new, but nevertheless very natural, concept of service based on a conversational process. Finally we saw that Grid has
a strong agent and service oriented future. Thus, the aim of the paper was to explain that:
• Learning depends on interaction;
• DSG is based on interaction;
• DSG implies learning;
• STROBE is oriented interaction and DSG;
• Grid is service oriented;
• Grid and agents need each other;
• Dynamically generated Learning Grid Services by conversational agents seem to be a significative part of
the future of e-learning, Grid, agent, and service research.
As told, the STROBE model is the result of research in different domains and therefore has the advantage of gluing them together in a coherent way. Working on agents, the Web, applicative/functional programming languages,
technologies supporting human learning and more recently the Grid, we have demonstrated the importance of considering interactions as the core concept in future Social Informatics applications. A strong interaction based
system might be the only way to integrate humans, then users, in the loop. We are now facing new kinds of problems
that only interaction can help to resolve.
This social approach to Computer Science (i.e. interaction centred), as well as to Artificial Intelligence or Cognition that is called: Social Informatics, may be considered highly promising because in these agent societies we are
allowed to envision, from the beginning, a partition of the responsibilities among members according to their so called
”best” capacities, i.e: motivation, trust, reflection etc. for HA and remembering, accessing, computing, transmitting
etc. for AA, then looking for the system evolution. Humans will not ”use” computer anymore but consider them as
member of the ”team” achieving an effective collective behaviour that is not just the sum of each members’ pre-coded
contribution.
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A

Implementation

The STROBE model is under current implementation: we developed some object based agents with techniques presented in [Nor91] and we endowed them with Cognitive Environments and Cognitive Interpreters. These simple agents
are able to communicate, they can exchange with each other messages using the communication language presented
in Section 3.3.5. Their autonomy is characterised by the fact that they can learn alone, by communicating (we do not
mind, for the moment, of the agent evolution policy). Their behaviour consists in the REPL loop seen above. Our
Scheme interpreters are inspired from [JF92] for reflection and reifying procedure mechanism, [ASS96], and [Que96],
for continuations and nondeterministic evaluation. Implementation of such a model is not easy to do because in order
to work on language interpretation a meta-interpreter34 is needed and it increases a lot the complexity and computation
load of programs. However, the first and third experimentation of Section 3.5 were implemented and tested. It illustrates such a model is viable and proposes a concrete way to go toward DSG. Nevertheless, we have to mention as well
34 An

interpreter written in the same language that the one it interprets is called a metacircular interpreter or simply meta-interpreter.
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restrictions on the agents interacting in these experimentations: i) they have to respect our model and have the same
construction (i.e. the same interpreter structure), which is still a contradiction to heterogeneous agents’ interactions;
ii) in the first experimentation, the agent teacher is supposed to ”know” how to teach a new performative; iii) the third
experimentation deals with three agent, the two AA presented above, and an HA who specify the constraints along
the conversation via an interface managed by the customer agent. iv) in all experimentations, the conversation needs a
bootstrap.
An implementation in the the multi-agents platform MadKit (www.madkit.org ) is in progress. On this platform, STROBE agents are implemented in Java and use Kawa constructs i.e. interpreter and environment to link Java
and Scheme (http://www.gnu.org/software/kawa ).
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